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Our talk presents the findings of two experimental researches and their reconciliation with 

Varga’s (2016) model of the topic–comment dimension of the Hungarian declarative sentence 

(see Figure 1 as an illustration). One is on the vocal characterization of ten frequent functions 

of the Hungarian spontaneous-speech specific discourse marker hát ‘well/so’ (distinguishable 

by means of the pragmasemantic toolbox offered by Alberti–Kleiber (2015)), and another is 

on that of quantified expressions such as mindhárom barátom ‘all three of my friends’ and 

‘Lilla is’ also Lilla used as part of the topic / comment zone (Szeteli–Alberti 2018).   

 

Figure 1. An utterance consisting of two Intonational Phrases, a preparatory contour (on the 

string és akkor ‘and then’) and a Full Fall (
\
állatkertbe), presented by Varga (2016: 52) 

Both studies are read-aloud experiments involving more than thirty native speakers of 

Hungarian, all young university students, including both females and males. Since the usage 

of the discourse marker hát can only be adequately interpreted in whole utterances or, better, 

in discourse context, data collection was built around test situations (see Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2. Straightforward answer by hát (which appears as h1(fi) in Figures 2-3) 

As opposed to Dér and Markó’s (2017) corpus-based study of hát in spontaneous speech, in 

our experimental research we were able to point out significant differences in the temporal,...  



 

Figure 3. Significant and non-significant differences between duration data concerning hát 

(produced by Praat and SPSS, bar charts with 95% confidence intervals, 

repeated-measures character is still not considered) 

... but not in the pitch characteristics of the different usages; which is explained by the fact 

that hát-variants in the preparatory contour (h1-h8) and in a Full Fall (h9, hf) should follow 

the constraints on melody illustrated in Figure 1. 

Figure 4. Non-significantly differing frequency data concerning hát (sentence-initial/-final): 

only sentence-final h9 differs significantly from a few sentence-initial hát variants 

A quantified expression in the comment zone, however, essentially differs from its 

segmentally identical counterpart in the topic zone in duration, intensity and frequency, since 

the zones themselves are different in all these respects.  

  n=41; p<0,05 n=41; p<0,01 n=31; p<0,05 n=31; p<0,01 

Q 

duration False False False False 

intensity True True  True True 

f0 True True False False 

Q 

duration False True False False 

intensity False False False True 

f0 True True False True 

Table 1. Results of paired t-tests (and F-tests) for a set of 41 participants and a subset 

produced by the exclusion of certain participants (n=31); False refers to distinguishability 
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